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In this Block, you will learn about famous sociologist Emile Durkheim and his
contributions to Sociology. Though Auguste Comte, the Father of Sociology, coined
the term ‘sociology’ and was in the forefront in the development of a positive
science of society, it was Emile Durkheim who gave an academic base to sociology.
This Block consists of 4 Units. The first unit of this block gives an overall idea about
Durkheim’s sociology and the concept of solidarity and division of labour while his
basic ideas and concepts are further elaborated in the subsequent unit. Unit 2 will
familiarise the learners with Durkheim’s contribution to the methodology of
sociology, focusing on his ideas of social facts, normal and pathological. Unit 3
presents the theory of suicide and the final unit i.e. Unit 4 discusses the theory of
religion.
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INTRODUCTION

In this unit, the economic and social solidarity as analysed in The Division of Labour
in Society by Durkheim is discussed briefly. Durkheim was curious to know the
forces, which regulate and control social life. To conceptualise his ideas he
established dichotomy between segmental and complex societies. What are the
characteristics of these societies and what types of solidarities are found among
them? He answers these questions with reference to forms of solidarities. While
explaining these affirmatively, he propounds that two types of solidarities i.e.,
mechanical and organic, can be identified through the types of law in different kinds
of social structures. The detailed description is presented in section 1.5 of this unit. In
this regard the repressive forms of the law, painful to the criminals, are analysed with
reference to the segmental type of social structure. The subsections of this part deal
with the importance of the collective conscience in the social structure, the definition
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of collective conscience and its nature. Organic solidarity is shown in section 1.6. In
this part the restitutive aspects of law with reference to complex social structure
which makes individuals interdependent and the way it unites them in complex
society are also discussed. The sub-parts of this part bring out the contents of
collective conscience with regard to the changed social conditions. Finally, the
summary of the unit is given.

1.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying thus Unit, you will be able to understand:






1.3

the relationship between mechanical solidarity and its specific social
structure;
the repressive law as the means of strengthening the social solidarity in
segmental social structure;
the significance of collective conscience in primitive societies;
that organic solidarity, the characteristic feature of complex social structure,
is based on division of labour;
the role of restitutive law in complex social structure with reference to the
solidarity and the changed form of collective conscience in advanced
societies.

EMILE DURKHEIM (1858-1917)

Emile Durkheim was a famous French philosopher and sociologist, known as the
father of the French school of sociology for his methodology combining empirical
research with sociological theory.

1.3.1 Biographical Sketch
David Emile Durkheim was born in Epinal, France on April 15, 1858. Unlike Marx,
whose youth was spent during the tumultuous first half of the nineteenth century, by
the time Durkheim was a young man France was experiencing one of its longest
governments, the Third Republic (1870-1940). He would spend his entire life living
and working in France. Intelligent and productive, Durkheim would do much to
create and institutionalize the new discipline of sociology in France.
Durkheim earned degrees from his local college in 1874 and 1875 (when he was only
17). At that age, he wanted to be a college professor, and the only way to do this was
to attend the École Normale Superieure, in Paris. By all accounts, life in Paris was
very difficult for him, as he did not have a lot of money and he did not feel at home.
It took him two years before he passed entrance exams necessary to attend the
prestigious institution. Once there, he considered much of what he was forced to
study “sheer poppycock.’ Although never perhaps shaking the feeling of being an
impostor, he was admitted to the highest intellectual circles. He participated in
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debates. He became friends with philosophers, historians, and psychologists (a new
and exciting field at the time). After graduating in 1883 he took a teaching post in
Bourdeaux, where he lived, with his growing family, until 1902. In 1892 he briefly
returned to Paris where he earned his PhD (for The Division of Labor). In 1902, he
moved to Paris permanently to teach at the Sorbonne, where he continued until his
death in 1917. He did much to create the field of sociology in France, largely by
overseeing the sociology journal, L’Année Sociologique, and by helping advance the
career of young sociologists. He was also an advisory editor on the first US
sociology journal, The American Journal of Sociology.

1.3.2 The Central Ideas
“Our science came into being only yesterday. It must not be forgotten,
especially in view of the favourable reception that sociology is given now,
that, properly speaking, Europe did not have as many as ten sociologists
fifteen years ago” – Durkheim (1900)
Durkheim wanted sociology recognized as an important discipline, distinct from
political economy, psychology, history, or philosophy. He devoted his career to
making this happen. He saw sociology as a science that could have practical effects
(e.g., better policies). It was not armchair philosophizing. It was also a moral
science, whose results could advance society, taking the role that religion and other
dying traditions had played in the past. “It would be no distortion to view
Durkheim’s entire sociological career as an intransigent and relentless battle fought
on two major fronts: against the dark, unfathomable forces of mysticism and despair,
on the one hand, and against the unsubstantial ethereal forces of the dilettanti cult of
superficiality on the other” (Alpert 1939: 18).
Durkheim began by publishing articles, first on the German academic life. In 1893
came his first monumental work on The Social Division of Labor. He published his
second major study The Rules of Sociological Method in 1895 and completed his
trilogy in 1897 with Suicide. His final book was entitled, Totemism: The Elementary
Forms of Religious Life in 1912.
He created a distinct identity to sociology as a discipline with his concept of distinct
social reality which can be understood and explained in terms of social facts. He
made sociology a study of social facts thus effectively creating a clear scope for the
subject culling it out of what was earlier studied by psychology and philosophy.
His second book "The Rules of sociological Method", he clearly states the methods
that are to be followed by a sociologist while studying the society. In this book he
discusses three methods of carrying out research in a positive science like sociology.
These methods are observation, experimentation and generalization. This book
formed the framework which was later demonstrated by Durkheim in letter and spirit
through in studies. His Study of suicide reaffirms his belief that causal relationship
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can be established between social phenomenon. Next study of Religion demonstrates
the utility of functional explanation in sociology.
In his third book, Le Suicide, he had used considerable statistical ingenuity to reject
the early theories for giving extra social factors such as climate, heredity, and mental
alienation as causes of suicide, and established a causal relationship between suicide
and lack of cohesion. To support his own findings he used the empirical data
collected from many societies and cultures. Durkheim identified three basic types of
suicide: Egoistic suicide, Altruistic suicide, and Anomic suicide based on the
empirical evidences and added Fatalistic Suicide based on historical evidence. This
work stands as a landmark in the sociological tradition as the first work which
successfully combines theory with empirical evidence.
In his last major book, Totemism: The Elementary Forms of Religious Life (1912), he
gave the description and detailed analysis of simplistic form religion, Totemism as
practiced by Aboriginal Australian tribes. He derived general theory of religion from
the study of the simplest and most primitive of religious institutions like totemism.
He began by refuting the existing theories of Animism by Tylor and naturism by
Max Mueller on the grounds of them promoting religion as an illusion with reliance
on spirit and supernatural forces. Religion according to Durkheim is very much real,
permanent and transcendent. The essence of religion according to him is divided into
Sacred and Profane. Durkheim defines religion as a unified system of beliefs and
practices relative to sacred things, that is to say things set apart and forbidden-beliefs
and practices that unite in one simple moral community called a Church, all those
who adhere to it.

1.4

DIVISION OF LABOUR

By the phrase of ‘division of labour’ we mean the splitting up of an activity into a
number of parts or smaller processes. These smaller processes are undertaken by
different persons or groups of persons, thereby speeding up the performance of the
activity. Let us take an example. You want to make a shirt. It will take you quite
some time to do the entire job yourself. If, however, some friends decide to join you,
the job can be simplified. One person may do the cutting, another may do the
machine-stitching, a third may do the finishing stitches by hand. This will save you a
great deal of time and energy. You and your friends can probably make many more
shirts in the same time it would take you alone to make a single shirt. You have
divided labour and hence saved time and increased productivity. Division of labour
implies specialisation, (i.e., each person becoming an expert in his or her task) saving
time and saving costs and at the same time increasing productivity.
Durkheim’s major concern as a sociologist is the theme of social order and
integration. What holds society together? What keeps it in an integrated whole? Let
us first see what Auguste Comte and Herbert Spencer, Durkheim’s predecessors had
to say about it.
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Auguste Comte suggests that it is social and moral consensus that holds society
together. Common ideas, values, norms and mores bind individuals and society
together.
Herbert Spencer puts across a different view. According to Spencer, it is an interplay
of individual interests that holds society together. It serves the selfish interests of
individuals to strive for integration. Thus social life is possible.
Durkheim was at variance with these views. If, as Comte suggests, it is moral
consensus that holds society together, then would not modern industrial society
crumble? After all, modern society is characterised by heterogeneity, mobility, and
diversity in activities and values. It is a society where individualism is valued.
Spencer’s suggestion that selfish interests hold society together was also found to be
faulty by Durkheim. If indeed, individual interests hold sway, the resulting
competition and antagonism would break the backbone of society. Each would
struggle for his own profit even at the expense of the other. Conflict and tension
would bring about social disintegration.
The question that arises is, is individualism the natural enemy of social integration
and solidarity? Would the Industrial Revolution lead to nothing but the destruction of
social bonds? Durkheim thinks otherwise.
According to him, the basis or focus of social integration differs in preindustrial and
post-industrial societies. He demonstrates how the process of occupational
specialisation or division of labour helps to integrate societies where heterogeneity,
differentiation and complexity are to be found. These societies are those based on
organic solidarity. In the following sub-sections we will see how
Durkheim studies division of labour in terms of
a) the function of division of labour
b) the causes underlying division of labour
c) deviations from the normal type of division of labour, i.e. abnormal forms.
Durkheim classifies human societies into i) those based on ‘mechanical solidarity’
and ii) those based on ‘organic solidarity’.

1.5

MECHANICAL SOLIDARITY

Mechanical solidarity is sui generis i.e. born in the natural course of events based on
resemblances of individuals. It directly links them with the society. This type of
solidarity has arisen out of a number of common experiences of like members in a
given society.
Mechanical solidarity can be characterised by segmental system in which every
segment is homogenous and involved in the social structure. Hence the society is
divided into quite small compartments which envelop the individual completely.
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Originally, the segmental society was based on clans which were frequently found in
less developed societies. But in the process of evolution, the segmental
characteristics could not be confined to this one characteristic and started expanding
on the bases of territories. Consequently, the division of the society was not solely
according to the relation of consanguinity (real or fictitious) but also on territorial
bases. The segmental social structure is characterised by a low degree of
interdependence. What occurs in one segment hardly has any effects on others.
Finally, it can be said that the segmental social structure has relatively low volume of
moral and material density. This means that interactions take place among limited
people (volume). It also means that the number of times people interact is also
limited (density). The reason is that what one can do, the other can also do. So he
does not need others until more people are needed in a work. If a man has to cut a
piece of wood, or catch a bird, or pick a fruit from a tree in a forest, he can do this
work by himself like any other. Thus people do the same type of work. They are
similar; their inter-dependence is limited. Their density of interactions is low. Then a
question arises what forms of custom regulate and control the conditions of people
bound in mechanical solidarity? Durkheim answers this through collective
conscience. Homogeneity of experience leads to the collective conscience. This gives
rise to common beliefs and practices. The social life blended with religion and
economic institutions of such a society, nearer to primitive communism as
differentiations are few. Most of the property is common, the experiences are similar,
and rules and regulations too relate to common life. Customs and laws protect the
group — its property and its sentiments. The nature of laws is thus collective — a
wrong-doer is punished by the collectivity. Penal or repressive law is an indicator of
mechanical solidarity. Legal sanctions derived from the penal are directly
proportional to the number of social bonds, which are regulated and controlled by
collective conscience. Thus, we can understand the relative significance of the two.
A wrong against the group is punished. On the one hand, punishment is given to the
individual; on the other hand, punishment strengthens the beliefs and values of the
society. Any wrong brings injury to the group sentiments; every punishment restores
the authority of the collectivity.
If a group of individuals are less dependent and conversely more autonomous and if
the density of volume of communication is less in such a society, or sect, how is it
possible for it to develop collective conscience or social control across individuals or
across groups or such sects?

1.5.1 Collective Conscience
Now what is collective conscience under mechanical solidarity at the cultural and
ideological level? Durkheim defines collective conscience as a set of beliefs and
customs, which on an average are common in a society and form a determinate
system, which has its own life-style. Collective conscience exists in a general form in
society and one can easily differentiate between the characters relating to its form
and those to its content.
6

1.5.2 Collective Conscience: On the Basis of Forms
Durkheim views that the strength of social bonds is the feature of mechanical
solidarity and is a function of three variables. They are:
i) relation between the volume of collective conscience and individual’s
conscience
ii) average intensity of the stages of collective conscience
iii) the greater or lesser firmness of all those stages.
The more the beliefs and sanctions are present in the society, the less are the chances
of freedom of an individual. Thus, where the mechanical solidarity is effective, there
is strong and extensive collective conscience. It brings harmonious relationships in
the activities of the people extensively. In such a social condition, it is difficult to
distinguish individual’s conscience from the collective one. Hence, collective
authority becomes the mode of totality, whether it involves the whole of the
community or it incarnates the chief of the community.

1.5.3 Collective Conscience: On the Basis of Contents
With regard to the content of the collective conscience there are distinguishable
elements; mainly, its nature is rooted in the totality of a society. It is so because
society is controlled by common beliefs and sanctions, which are unanimously
accepted by the members of that society. Indeed, in ancient era, the religious
elements were spread in every aspect of the society and everything, which was
social, was religious as well. Both words, religious and social, were synonymous in
the primitive societies. The source of super human features was deeply rooted in the
constitution of conscience. Collective and the social characteristics of the latter were
deemed to be transcendental values. These societal conditions lifted people even
beyond their own conscience. The stages of the collective conscience were
concretely associated with traditional (local) conditions, linking individual to racial
and powerful objects in the universe viz., animals, trees and many natural forces such
as sun, moon, clouds etc. People have always been linking himself to such objects.
These phenomena affect every conscience in the same way Thus; the fusion of the
individual’s conscience with the collective indicates its form and object. Now it can
be said that collective conscience acquires its specific features in different primitive
societies.
Check Your progress Exercise 1.1
Notes:
I.
Write your answer in the space given below.
II.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
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Q.1 Originally the segmental society was based on
a) caste
b) varna
c) race
d) clan
Q.2 The objective of the repressive law was
a) to give freedom to individuals
b) to divide society
c) to bring solidarity in the society
d) to maintain division of labour in society
Q.3 Define in three lines the collective conscience.
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
Q.4 Give within four lines the meaning of mechanical solidarity.
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................

1.6 ORGANIC SOLIDARITY
Durkheim viewed that division of labour is an essential condition of organic
solidarity, and it gradually replaces that engendered by social likeness. Here
individual depends upon those parts, which the society is composed of. In this
respect a society is an arrangement of different and specific functions which are
linked mutually by social bonds. In this conception the differences among the
individuals are visible to the extent that everybody has his specific field of activities
and confines himself or herself to that area only. Hence, the individual’s conscience
is distinct from the collective conscience.

1.6.1 New Forms of Collective Conscience in Organic Solidarity
Even primitive societies are well organised in the society where organic solidarity is
greater; the social structure is well organised and has the features opposite that of
segmental social structure. Organised social structure is characterised by the system
of different organs and each has a specific role. These organs are formed by different
components, which are coordinated and subordinated to one another around a single
8

central organ. This central organ influences the rest of the organism within
reasonable limits. Organised social structure, in turn, gives rise to the fusion of the
segments completely. Hence, an individual extends his sphere of interaction. As this
process continues, it increases in its numerical strength and as such its impact is no
longer restricted to the local place. The process of fusion of the segments leads to the
fusion of markets, which crystallises a single market (city). This virtually embraces
whole society, which contains the entire population within its boundary. Thus, the
society itself resembles a large city. Now, individuals are no longer grouped
according to their lineage, but to their specified activities. The existing social
conditions and the nature of work do not confine the individual to his birthplace, but
also bring him out of it to the place of work.
Organised social structure is thus characterised by high degree of interdependence.
The increase in industrialisation corresponds to the progress of division of labour and
the latter determine the concentration of the social mass. Any change at one place is
rapidly transmitted to the other. Therefore, the intervention of state/legal sanctions is
needed. Finally, we can say that organised social structure has relatively high volume
(material and moral density). With the above mentioned advancements, societies
become more and more voluminous and, in turn, work gets more divided. The
population becomes even more concentrated with the advancement of the people as a
whole. Whenever the social norms correspond to the organic solidarity, the division
of labour gives rise to legal rules. These will determine the nature and relation of
specialised functions and any violation is to be entailed through restitutive measures.
Law, with sanctions of restitutive or cooperative nature, works as an index of organic
solidarity; this index consists of civil, commercial, procedural, administrative and
constitutional laws, which had been abstracted from the penal rules, found in the
less-advanced societies. Here we find almost similar co-relation as was observed
between penal law and mechanical solidarity. The extent of co-operative law is
proportional to that part of social life, which consists in the bond, engendered by the
division of labour. Here one can reasonably neglect those interdependent relations,
which are regulated by the customs binding the individuals through similarity of
work. Nevertheless, the legal and customary rules are essential for organic solidarity.
For the existence of such solidarity it is necessary that different parts cooperate in a
determined way (if not in all respects, at least in predetermined conditions).
Therefore, the contract is not self-sufficient, but it presupposes a set of regulations,
which are as extensive and complicated as the contracted aspects

1.6.2 On the Basis of Forms
Now we turn to the question of what form the collective conscience takes in the
condition of organic solidarity. Having considered the volume of collective
conscience, its intensity and determinateness, Durkheim argues about the forms of
collective conscience where volume remains constant or probably diminishes, while
its intensity and determinate character decline. Advancement of society through
progressive development in the division of labour leads to a decline in the intensity
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and determinateness of collective states. The collective conscience seems to have
less strength to carry the individuals in collective directions; as the rules of conduct
to that of collective conscience become indeterminate, an individual gets more
chances for self-reflection which, in turn, provides more opportunity for selffreedom. In other words, individual conscience no longer remains so tightly
enmeshed in collective conscience; it acquires a certain degree of autonomy.

1.6.3 On the Basis of Contents
The content of collective conscience gradually becomes human oriented, secular and
rational. These social conditions start weakening the values of collective curiosity
from the society. The religious domain contracts in greater degree and the ever
strong domain of collective religious beliefs and sentiments starts decreasing with the
rise of scientific procedures. The transcendental characters of society, which were
superior to the human interests, begin losing their lustre increasingly.
Durkheim has seen the features of collective conscience in the system of beliefs. In
advanced societies the supreme values not only bring dignity to an individual but
also equality of opportunity. This has been explained in his work Ethnic and Social
Justice.
Check Your progress Exercise 1.2
Notes:
I.
Write your answer in the space given below.
II.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
Read the following statements carefully and write the correct answer.
Q.5 Mechanical solidarity was found in that society where
a) the group was based on likeness and repressive law was in practice
b) the group was based on differentiation and repressive law was in practice
c) the group was based on likeness and restitutive law was in practice
d) the group was based on differentiation and restitutive law was in practice.
Q.6 Durkheim has described mechanical and organic solidarity in his work on
a) the suicide
b) the elementary form of religious life
c) the division of labour in society
d) the rules of sociological method.
Q.7 Organic solidarity is found in that society where social structure is
a) simple
b) organised
c) mixed
d) imaginary
Q.8 Describe in five lines the organic solidarity.
.......................................................................................................................................
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.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................

1.7

CAUSES OF DIVISION OF LABOUR

What leads to the process, of division of labour or, what are the causal factors?
Durkheim provides a sociological answer to this question. According to him, division
of labour arises as a result of increased material and moral density in society. By
material density Durkheim means the sheer increase in the number of individuals in a
society, in other words, population growth. By moral density he means the increased
interaction that result between individuals as a consequence of growth in numbers.
The growth in material and moral density results in a struggle for existence. If, as in
societies characterised by mechanical solidarity, individuals tend to be very similar,
doing the same things, they would also struggle or compete for the same resources
and rewards. Growth of population and shrinking of natural resources would make
competition bitterer. But division of labour ensures that individuals specialise in
different fields and areas. Thus they can coexist and, in fact complement each other.
But does this ideal state of affairs always prevail? Let us see what Durkheim says.

1.8

ABNORMAL FORMS OF DIVISION OF LABOUR

If division of labour helped societies achieve integration and a newer, higher form of
solidarity, why was European society of that time in such a chaotic state? Was
division of labour creating problems? What had gone wrong?
According to Durkheim, the kind of division of labour that was taking place was not
the ‘normal’-type that he wrote about. Abnormal types or deviations from the normal
were being observed in society. Briefly, these included
a. Anomie
This term means a state of normlessness. Material life changes rapidly, but rules
norms and values do not keep pace with it. There seems to be a total breakdown of
rules and norms. In the work sphere, this reflects in conflicts between labour and
management, degrading and meaningless work and growing class conflict.
To put it simply, individuals are working and producing but fail to see any meaning
in what they are doing. For instance, in a factory assembly-line workers have to
spend the whole day doing boring, routine activities like fixing screws or nails to a
piece of machinery. They fail to see any meaning in what they do. They are not made
to feel that they are doing anything useful; they are not made to feel an important
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part of society. Norms and rules governing work in a factory have not changed to the
extent that they can make the worker’s activities more meaningful or show the
workers that society needs and values them.
b. Inequality
Division of labour based on inequality of opportunity, according to Durkheim, fails
to produce long-lasting solidarity. Such an abnormal form results in individuals
becoming frustrated and unhappy with their society. Thus tensions, rivalries and
antagonism result. One may cite the Indian caste system as an example of division of
labour based on inequality. People have to do certain kinds of work not because of
their capacity but because of their birth. This can be very frustrating to those who
want to do more satisfying or rewarding jobs, but cannot have access to proper
opportunities.
c. Inadequate Organisation
In this abnormal form the very purpose of division of labour is destroyed. Work is
not well organised and coordinated. Workers are often engaged in doing meaningless
tasks. There is no unity of action. Thus solidarity breaks down and disorder results.
You may have observed that in many offices, a lot of people are sitting around idly
doing little or nothing. Many are unaware of their responsibilities. Collective action
becomes difficult when most people are not very sure of what they have to do.
Division of labour is supposed to increase productivity and integration. In the
example discussed above, the opposite takes place (see Giddens 1978: 21-33).
So far in this unit, we have seen how Durkheim views division of labour not just as
an economic process but a social one. Its primary role, according to him, is to help
modern industrial societies become integrated. It would perform the same function
for organic solidarity that the collective conscience performed in mechanical
solidarity. Division of labour arises as a result of the competition for survival brought
about by growing material and moral density. Specialisation offers a way whereby
various individuals may coexist and cooperate. But in the European society of the
time, division of labour seemed to be producing entirely different and negative
results. Social order seemed to be under serious threat.
Durkheim however describes this as deviations from the normal type. He terms these
as (1) anomie, wherein new rules and norms governing division of labour do not
arise, (2) inequality, which results in discontent, tension and conflict and (3)
inadequate organisation, which make division of labour meaningless, producing
disunity and disintegration.

1.9

LET US SUM UP

We now present the summary of the unit in a tabular form under three heads. This
will help you recall the major differences between mechanical and organic types of
12

solidarity. The first basis for this distinction is structural, the second deals with types
of norms, and the third with characteristics of collective conscience — their form and
content.
Bases of distinction
1) Structural bases

a) Forms
 high volume
 high intensity
 high
determinants
 absolute
collective

Organic
 based on differences
and
division
of
labour (predominant
in society advanced
societies)
 organised(firstly,
fusion of markets
and
later
development of city)
 high volume of
interdependence(rela
tively strong social
bonds)
 relatively
high
volume of moral and
material density
 rules with restitutive
sanctions
 practices
of
cooperative
law
(cooperative,
commercial,
administrative and
constitutional)
a) Forms
 low volume
 low intensity
 low determinants
 more chances to
individuals
for
self-reflection

b) Content
 highly
religious
(closed for
discussion)
 attaching

b) Content
 secular, human
oriented (open for
discussion)
 attaching supreme
values to the
individual
 abstract and general









2) Types of norms




3) Characteristics
of
collective
conscience

Mechanical
based on likeness
(predominant
in
less
developed
society)
segmental
type
(firstly, based on
clan
then
on
territory)
less volume of
interdependence
(relatively weak
social bonds)
relatively
low
volume
of
population

rules
with
repressive
sanctions
practices of penal
law
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supreme
values to the
society
concrete and
specific

1.10 GLOSSARY
Clan:

Descent from a common ancestry; now, often applied
to any group of people who count descent unilinealy
from a common ancestor (actual or mythical). The
ancestor in primitive societies may be represented by
totem such as animal, plant or sources of natural
forces. Common ancestor signifies a relationship
through blood. Hence, marriages within group are
prohibited.

Custom:

The term refers to the established mode of behaviour,
thought and action, which are practised from
generation to generation. Violation of this mode of
behaviour is socially not accepted because of societal
constraints. Customary forces are sometimes more
binding than the orders of the state.

Collective Conscience:

A set of beliefs and customs, which on an average are
common in a society and form a determinant system
which has its own style of life.

Social Solidarity:

The condition within the group in which there is social
cohesion and cooperation, and the collective action is
directed towards the achievement of group goals and in
which social organisation is shown by permanency.
These conditions are changeable according to the
social conditions. That is why Durkheim proposes two
types of solidarity (mechanical and organic).

Repressive Law:

Law that punishes the wrong-doer to restablish the
power and authority of the group or the collectivity.
The most prevalent type of law in primitive societies.

Restitutive Law:

Law which appears no longer a law for punishment but
for restitution or reform. Its function is not to expiate
but rather to restore to the rightful person what he or
she has lost e.g. an amount of money given on loan or
a house given on rent.
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1.11 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: THE ANSWER KEYS
Answer to Q.1:

(d)

Answer to Q.2:

(c)

Answer to Q.3:

The totality of beliefs and sentiments in average individuals of
the same society forms a determinant system, which has its
own style of life, may be called collective or common
conscience.

Answer to Q.4:

When the individual is bound to society without any
intermediary which, in turn, gives rise to totality of belief and
sentiments, i.e., the solidarity of likeness; because, the
segments of the society have no special type of action of their
own and the individual’s conscience depends upon the
collective one.

Answer to Q.5:

(a)

Answer to Q.6:

(c)

Answer to Q.7:

(b)

Answer to Q.8:

In organic solidarity the individual is dependent upon the parts
of which society is composed. This, in turn, gives a system of
interrelated and interdependent functions, which exhibit a
division of labour. In such a society solidarity, however, based
on differences is called as organic, because it produces the
kind of integration where each organ has its own specific
function.

1.12
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INTRODUCTION

Emile Durkheim (1858-1917) is best remembered for his efforts in making sociology
accepted as an autonomous academic discipline. He won recognition for the idea of a
science of society, which could contribute to the study of moral and intellectual
problems of modern society. While discussing Durkheim’s conception of Sociology
we shall focus on three important aspects (a) general conditions for establishment of
social science (b) sociology as a study of ‘social facts’ and (c) the sociological
method.

2.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After reading this unit, you should be able to:





locate the characteristics of science
identify the bases for defining social facts
point out how sociology is different from some other subjects of study
describe the types of society
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classify social facts
list the rules of observation of social facts
identify the rules for explaining facts

2.3 GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF
SOCIAL SCIENCE
Sociology was just emerging as a distinctive discipline in Durkheim’s lifetime. To
the vast majority of educated people including scholars in the universities, sociology
was just a name. When Durkheim was a student at the Ecole Normale there was not a
single professorship in sociology in France! It was only in 1887 that the first chair in
social science was created for Durkheim by the French Government at the University
of Bordeaux. It was many years later that he received the title of Professor of
Sociology at Sorbonne in Paris.
Given the existing situation, Durkheim was explicitly concerned with outlining the
nature and scope of Sociology. Durkheim considered social sciences to be distinct
from natural sciences because social sciences dealt with human relationships.
However the method used in the natural sciences could be used in the social sciences
as well. He was concerned with examining the nature of Sociology as a social
science distinct from Philosophy and Psychology. Philosophy is concerned with
ideas and conceptions whereas science is concerned with objective realities.
Philosophy is the source from where all sciences have emerged (see figure 2.1).

Fig 2.1: Philosophy as a source of all sciences
In his book Montesquieu and Rousseau, published in 1892, Durkheim (1960: 3-13)
laid down the general conditions for the establishment of a social science (which also
apply to Sociology). Let us look at them.
i) Science, he pointed out, is not coextensive with human knowledge or
thought. Not every type of question the mind can formulate can be tested by
science. It is possible for something to be the object of the philosopher or
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artist and not necessarily the stuff of science at all. Thus, science deals with a
specified, area — or a subject matter of its own, not with total knowledge.
ii) Science must have a definite field to explore. Science is concerned with
things, objective realities. For social science to exist it must have a definite
subject matter. Philosophers, Durkheim points out, have been aware of
‘things’ called laws, traditions, religion and so on, but the reality of these was
in a large measure dissolved by their insistence on dealing with these as
manifestations of human will. Inquiry was thus concentrated on the internal
will rather than upon external bodies of data. So it is important to look things
as they appear in this world.
iii) Science does not describe individuals but types or classes of subject matter. If
human societies be classified then they help us in arriving at general rules and
discover regularities of behaviour.
iv) Social science, which classifies the various human societies, describes the
normal form of social life in each type of society, for the simple reason that it
describes the type itself; whatever pertains to the type is normal and whatever
is normal is healthy.
v) The subject matter, of a science yields general principles or ‘laws’. If
societies were not subject to regularities, no social science would be possible.
Durkhiem further points out that since the principle that all the phenomena of
the universe are closely interrelated has been found to be true in the other
domains of nature, it is also valid for human societies, which are a part of
nature. In putting forth the idea that there is a continuity of the natural and
social worlds, Durkheim has been strongly influenced by Comte.
vi) Although there is continuity between the natural and social worlds, the social
is as distinctive and autonomous a sphere of subject matter as either the
biological or the physical.
Durkheim was very much against the view held by some scholars that
everything in society should be reduced to human volition. Categories of
human will and volition, he points out, belong to psychology not social
science. If social science is really to exist, societies must be assumed to have
a certain nature, which results from the nature and arrangement of the
elements composing them.
vii) Finally, to discern the uniformities, types and laws of society we need a
method. The methods of science applicable in the field of the natural sciences
are valid within the social field.
The criteria of a social science which Durkheim set forth at the beginning of his first
published work remained to the end of his life the fundamental criteria of social
science and the identifying attributes of the field he called ‘sociology’.
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2.4

SOCIOLOGY AS A STUDY OF ‘SOCIAL FACTS’

In defining the subject matter of sociology two tasks are involved (a) defining the
total field of study and (b) defining the sort of ‘thing’ which will be found in this
field. In his book, The Rules of Sociological Method, published in 1895, Durkheim
(1950: 3) is concerned with the second task and calls social facts the subject matter
of sociology. Durkheim (1950: 3) defines social facts as “ways of acting, thinking
and feeling, external to the individual and endowed with a power of coercion by
reason of which they control him”.
To Durkheim society is a reality suigeneris (see the meaning of this term in Key
Words). Society comes into being by the association of individuals. Hence society
represents a specific reality which has its own characteristics. This unique reality of
society is separate from other realities studied by physical or biological sciences.
Further, societal reality is apart from individuals and is over and above them. Thus
the reality of society must be the subject matter of sociology. A scientific
understanding of any social phenomenon must emerge from the ‘collective’ or
associational characteristics manifest in the social structure of a society. While
working towards this end, Durkheim developed and made use of a variety of
sociological concepts. A collective representation is one of the leading concepts to be
found in the social thought of Durkheim. Before learning about ‘collective
representations’, it is necessary that you understand what Durkheim meant by ‘social
facts’.

2.4.1 Social Facts
Durkheim posited that,
a social fact is every way of acting, fixed or not, capable of exercising on the
individual an external constrain; or again every way of acting which is
general throughout a given society, while at the same time existing in its own
right independent of its individual manifestations (Durkheim, 1897).
Durkheim based his scientific vision of sociology on the fundamental principle, i.e.,
the objective reality of social facts. Social fact is that way of acting, thinking or
feeling etc., which is more or less general in a given society. Durkheim treated social
facts as things. They are real and exist independent of the individual’s will or desire.
They are external to individuals and are capable of exerting constraint upon them. In
other words they are coercive in nature. Further social facts exist in their own right.
They are independent of individual manifestations. The true nature of social facts lies
in the collective or associational characteristics inherent in society. Legal codes and
customs, moral rules, religious beliefs and practices, language etc. are all social facts.
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2.4.2

Types of Social Facts

Durkheim saw social facts as lying along a continuum. First, on one extreme are
structural or morphological social phenomena. They make up the substratum of
collective life. By this he meant the number and nature of elementary parts of which
society is composed, the way in which the morphological constituents are arranged
and the degree to which they are fused together. In this category of social facts are
included the distribution of population over the surface of the territory, the forms of
dwellings, nature of communication system etc.
Secondly, there are institutionalised forms of social facts. They are more or less
general and widely spread in society. They represent the collective nature of the
society as a whole. Under this category fall legal and moral rules, religious dogma
and established beliefs and practices prevalent in a society.
Thirdly, there are social facts, which are not institutionalised. Such social facts have
not yet acquired crystallised forms. They lie beyond the institutionalised norms of
society. Also this category of social facts have not attained a total objective and
independent existence comparable to the institutionalised ones.
Also their externality to and ascendancy over and above individuals is not yet
complete. These social facts have been termed as social currents. For example,
sporadic currents of opinion generated in specific situations; enthusiasm generated in
a crowd; transitory outbreaks in an assembly of people; sense of indignity or pity
aroused by specific incidents, etc.
All the above mentioned social facts form a continuum and constitute social milieu
of society.
Further Durkheim made an important distinction in terms of normal and pathological
social facts. A social fact is normal when it is generally encountered in a society of a
certain type at a certain phase in its evolution. Every deviation from this standard is a
pathological fact. For example, some degree of crime is inevitable in any society.
Hence according to Durkheim crime to that extent is a normal fact. However, an
extraordinary increase in the rate of crime is pathological. A general weakening in
the moral condemnation of crime and certain type of economic crisis leading to
anarchy in society are other examples of pathological facts.

2.4.3

Main Characteristics of Social Facts

In Durkheim’s view sociology as an objective science must conform to the model of
the other sciences. It posed two requirements: first the ‘subject’ of sociology must be
specific. And it must be distinguished from the ‘subjects’ of all other sciences.
Secondly the ‘subject’ of sociology must be such as to be observed and explained.
Similar to the way, in which facts are observed and explained in other sciences. For
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Durkheim this ‘subject’ of sociology is the social fact, and that social facts must be
regarded as ‘things’.
The main characteristics of social facts are (i) externality, (ii) constraint, (iii)
independence, and (iv) generality.
Social facts, according to Durkheim, exist outside individual consciences. Their
existence is external to the individuals. For example, domestic or civic or contractual
obligations are defined externally to the individual in laws and customs. Religious
beliefs and practices exist outside and prior to the individual. An individual takes
birth in a society and leaves it after birth death, however social facts are already
given in society and remain in existence irrespective of birth or death of an
individual. For example language continues to function independently of any single
individual.
The other characteristic of social fact is that it exercises a constraint on individuals.
Social fact is recognized because it forces itself on the individual. For example, the
institutions of law, education, beliefs etc. are already given to everyone from
without. They are commanding and obligatory for all. There is constraint, when in a
crowd, a feeling or thinking imposes itself on everyone. Such a phenomenon is
typically social because its basis, its subject is the group as a whole and not one
individual in particular.
A social fact is that which has more or less a general occurrence in a society. Also it
is independent of the personal features of individuals or universal attributes of human
nature. Examples are the beliefs, feelings and practices of the group taken
collectively.
In sum, the social fact is specific. It is born of the association of individuals. It
represents a collective content of social group or society. It differs in kind from what
occurs in individual consciousness. Social facts can be subjected to categorisation
and classification. Above all social facts form the subject matter of the science of
sociology.
Check Your progress Exercise 2.1
Notes:
I.
Write your answer in the space given below.
II.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
Q.1 The following are a few statements based on what you have learnt so far. Fill
in the blanks with suitable words.
i) Society is ………..............……. a mere sum of individuals. It is a system
formed by the ………….........…… of individuals.
ii) Society is a reality ……..........…………..
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iii) In society there are legal codes, customs, moral rules, religious beliefs and
ways of feeling, acting thinking etc. Durkheim called them
……………......………
iv) Durkheim treated social facts as …………………..
v) Social facts are ………………… of the will or desire of individuals.
vi) Social facts are ……………… to individuals. They are capable of
exercising ……………….. upon them.
vii) There are normal social facts in society. Also there are
…………………facts in society.

2.4.4 Externality and Constraint
We shall examine the criteria of ‘externality’ and ‘constraint’ in some detail.
A) There are two related senses in which social facts are external to the
individual.
i) First, every individual is born into an ongoing society, which already has
a definite organisation or structure. There are values, norms, beliefs and
practices which the individual finds readymade at birth and which he
learns through the process of socialisation. Since these social phenomena
exist prior to the individual and have an objective reality, they are
external to the individual.
ii) Secondly, social facts are external to the individual in the sense that any
one individual is only a single element within the totality of relationships,
which constitutes a society.
These relationships are not the creation of any single individual, but are
constituted by multiple interactions between individuals. To understand
the relationship between the individuals and the society, Durkheim draws
a parallel to the relationship between chemical elements and the
substances, which are composed of combinations of them. According to
Durkheim (1950: X), “whenever any elements combine and thereby
produce, by the fact of their combination, new phenomena, it is plain that
these new phenomena reside not in the original elements but in the
totality formed by their union”.
A living cell consists of mineral parts like atoms of hydrogen and oxygen;
just as society is composed of individuals. Just the living beings are more
important than their parts, the whole (society) is greater than the
collection of parts (individuals). The whole (society) differs from
individual manifestations of it. You must have seen quite often in daily
life that there is a difference between individuals and the group,
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especially when demands are made by a group. Individually members
may agree on a thing, but collectively they may not. In wider society, we
find a number of rules of behaviour which “reside exclusively in the very
society itself which produces them, and not in its parts, i.e. its members”
(Durkheim 1950: x/vii-x/viii). In putting forward this criterion Durkheim
wanted to show that social facts are distinct from individual or
psychological facts. Therefore their study should be conducted in an
autonomous discipline independent of Psychology, i.e. Sociology.
B) The second criterion by which social facts are defined is the moral
‘constraint’ they exercise on the individual. When the individual attempts to
resist social facts they assert themselves. The assertion may range from a
mild ridicule to social isolation and moral and legal sanction. However, in
most circumstances individuals conform to social facts and therefore do not
consciously feel their constraining character. This conformity is not so much
due to the fear of sanctions being applied as the acceptance of the legitimacy
of the social facts (see Giddens 1971: 88).
Durkheim (1950: 4) concedes that to define the social in terms of constraint and
coercion is to “risk shocking the zealous partisans of absolute individualism. It is
generally accepted today, however, that most of our ideas and our tendencies are not
developed by ourselves but have come to us from without. How can they become a
part of us except by imposing themselves upon us?” Durkheim put forward his view
to counter the utilitarian viewpoint, which was prevalent during his time, that society
could be held together and there would be greatest happiness if each individual
worked in his self-interest. Durkheim did not agree. Individual’s interest and
society’s interest do not coincide. For social order, it was necessary for society to
exercise some control or pressure over its members.
To confirm the coerciveness of social facts in their effects on individuals, Durkheim
(1950: 6) looks at education’s efforts “to impose on the child ways of seeing, feeling,
and acting which he could not have arrived at spontaneously..... the aim of education
is, precisely, the socialisation of human being; parents and teachers are merely the
representatives and intermediaries of the social milieu which tends to fashion him in
its own image”.
Durkheim (1950: 7) adds that social facts cannot be defined merely by their
universality. Thus a thought or movement repeated by all individuals is not thereby a
social fact. What is important is the corporate or “collective aspects of the beliefs,
tendencies and practices of a group that characterise truly social phenomena”. What
is more, these social phenomena are transmitted through the collective means of
socialisation.
Thus social facts can be recognised because they are external to the individuals on
the one hand, and are capable of exercising coercion over them on the other. Since
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they are external they are also general and because they are collective, they can be
imposed on the individuals who form a given society.

2.5

THE SOCIOLOGICAL METHOD

Having defined the subject matter of sociology, Durkheim describes the method to
study it. His sociological method rests firmly on the experience of biology, which
had emerged by then as a science of living beings.

2.5.1 Rules for the Observation of Social Facts
The first rule that Durkheim (1950:14) gives us is: “consider social facts as things”.
Social facts are real. However instead of being dealt with as things, as concrete
realities worthy of direct attention and study, they have been dealt with by other
writers in the light of concepts or notions. This is true of all sciences before they
emerge as disciplines — thought and reflection precede science. The pre-scientific
stage is broken by the introduction of the empirical method and not by conceptual
discussion alone. This is perhaps even more important in social science than in
natural science because there is a strong tendency to treat social facts as either
lacking in substantive reality (as creations of the individual will) or, on the contrary,
as already wholly known words like ‘democracy’, ‘socialism’ etc. are freely used as
if they denoted precisely known facts, whereas actually “they awaken in us nothing
but confused ideas, a tangle of vague impressions, prejudices and emotions”
(Durkheim 1950: 22). To counter these tendencies, Durkheim said that social facts
must be treated as ‘things’. As ‘things’ they have to be studied by the empirical
method and not direct intuition; and also, they cannot be modified by a simple effort
of the will.
While studying social facts as ‘things’ the following three rules have to be followed
in order to be objective.
i) All preconceptions must be eradicated. Sociologists must emancipate
themselves from the common place ideas that dominate the mind of the
layperson and adopt an emotionally neutral attitude towards what they set out
to investigate.
ii) Sociologists have to formulate the concepts precisely. At the outset of the
research the sociologists are likely to have very little knowledge of the
phenomenon in question. Therefore they must proceed by conceptualising
their subject matter in terms of those properties which are external enough to
be observed. Thus in Division of Labour the type of solidarity in a society can
be perceived by looking at the type of law — repressive or restitutive,
criminal or civil — which is dominant in the society.
iii) When sociologists undertake the investigation of some order of social facts
they must consider them from an aspect that is independent of their individual
manifestations. The objectivity of social facts depends on their being
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separated from individual facts, which express them. Social facts provide a
common standard for members of the society. Social facts exist in the form of
legal rules, moral regulations, proverbs, social conventions, etc. It is these
that sociologists must study to gain an understanding of social life.
Social facts are seen in “currents of opinion”, which vary according to time and
place, impel certain groups either to more marriages, for example, or to more
suicides, or to a higher or lower birth rate, etc. These currents are plainly social facts.
At first sight they seem inseparable from the forms they take in individual cases. But
statistics furnish us with the means of isolating them. They are, in fact, represented
with considerable exactness by the rates of births, marriages and suicides....”
(Durkheim 1950: 7).
Social currents are theoretical variables, while statistical rates are the means of
obtaining verification for propositions referring to these variables. Recognising the
fact that social currents are not observable he insists that ‘devices of method’ must be
introduced in order that empirical verification be made possible. It must be noted
here that the case of the ‘suicide rates’ is the best example given by Durkheim of the
way in which social facts can be studied.

2.5.2 Rules for Distinguishing between the Normal and the Pathological
Having given us rules for the observation of social facts, Durkheim makes a
distinction between ‘normal’ and ‘pathological’ social facts. He considers these
aspects important because, as he points out, the scientific study of human beings has
been held back to a large degree by the tendency of many writers to consider as
‘pathological’ forms of behaviour, which were different from their own. But
Durkheim (1950: 64) explains that the social fact is considered to be normal when it
is understood in the context of the society in which it exists. He further adds that a
social fact, which is ‘general’ to a given type of society, is ‘normal’ when it has
utility for that societal type.
As an illustration he cites the case of crime. We consider crime as pathological. But
Durkheim argues that though we may refer to crime as immoral because it flouts
values we believe in from a scientific viewpoint it would be incorrect to call it
abnormal. Firstly because crime is present not only in the majority of societies of one
particular type but in all societies of all types. Secondly, if there were not occasional
deviances or flouting of norms, there would be no change in human behaviour and
equally important, no opportunities through which a society can either reaffirm the
existing norms, or else reassess such behaviour and modify the norm itself. To show
that crime is useful to the normal evolution of morality and law, Durkheim cites the
case of Socrates, who according to Athenian law was a criminal, his crime being the
independence of his thought. But his crime rendered a service to his country because
it served to prepare a new morality and faith, which the Athenians needed. It also
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rendered a service to humanity in the sense that freedom of thought enjoyed by
people in many countries today was made possible by people like him.
Durkheim was impressed by the way study of medicine had become scientific. The
doctors study the normal working of the body and its pathological features. The
study of both of these features helps one identify the nature of the body. He applied
this method to study social facts. In his study of division of labour in society, he
explained the normal features in the first two parts, and the abnormal features in the
third part of the book. He considered crime and punishment both as normal.
How is a social fact normal? When the rate of crime exceeds what is more or less
constant for a given social type, then it becomes an abnormal or pathological fact.
Similarly, using the same criteria, suicide is a normal social fact (though it may be
regarded as ‘wrong’ or ‘immoral’ because it goes against a set of values that makes
preservation of life absolute). But the sudden rise in the suicide rate in Western
Europe during the nineteenth century was a cause for concern for Durkheim and one
of the reasons why he decided to study this phenomenon.

2.5.3 Rules for the Classification of Social Types
There have been two opposing conceptions of collective life among scholars. Some
historians hold that each society is unique and so we cannot compare societies. On
the other hand philosophers hold that all societies belong to one species - the human
species and it is from the general attributes of human nature that all social evolution
flows.
Durkheim takes an intermediary position. He speaks of social species or social types.
Though there is so much of diversity in social facts, it does not mean that they cannot
be treated scientifically i.e. compared, classified and explained. If on the other hand,
we speak of only one species we will be missing out in important qualitative
differences and it will be impossible to draw them together.
Classification of societies into types is an important step towards explanation as
problems and their explanations will differ for each type. It is also needed to decide
whether a social fact is normal or abnormal, since a social fact is normal or abnormal
only in relation to a given social type. Durkheim uses the term ‘social morphology’
for the classification of social types. The question is, how are social type constituted?
The word “type” means the common characteristics of several units in a group e.g.
“bachelors” and “married persons” belong to two types, and Durkheim was able to
show that suicide rates are found more among the ‘bachelors’. Please do not apply
this to individual cases.
We must study each particular society completely and then compare these to see the
similarities and differences. Accordingly, we can classify them. Durkheim (1950: 78)
asked, “Is it not the rule in science to rise to the general only after having observed
the particular and that too in its entirety?” In order to know whether a fact is general
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throughout a species or social type, it is not necessary to observe all societies of this
social type; only a few will suffice. According to Durkheim (1950: 80), “Even one
well made observation will be enough in many cases, just as one well constructed
experiment often suffices for the establishment of a law” (see Unit 11 on
comparative method). Durkheim wants societies to be classified according to their
degree of organisation, taking as a basis the ‘perfectly simple society’ or the ‘society
of one segment’ like the ‘horde’. Hordes combine to form aggregates which one
could call ‘simple poly-segmental’. These combine to form poly-segmental societies
simply compounded’. A union of such societies would result in still more complex
societies called ‘poly-segmental societies doubly compounded’ and so on.
Within these types one will have to distinguish different varieties according to
whether a complete fusion of the initial segments does or does not appear.
Regarding Durkheim’s procedure of classifying societies into social species or types,
John Rex examines the usefulness of this ‘biological approach to sociological
investigations’. He finds out cases where biological approaches would be useful in
sociological investigations, and where it could become difficult. Cases of the first
type are exercises in description, classification and formulation of average types.
Difficulties occur in the use of biological approach to sociological investigations
when history of societies becomes the subject matter of study. In such cases ‘species’
are discovered by authors out of the historical process; and a theory of evolution is
therefore less helpful here (see Rex 1961: 14).

2.5.4 Rules for the Explanation of Social Facts
There are two approaches, which may be used in the explanation of social facts - the
causal and the functional.
i) Why: The former is concerned with explaining ‘why’ the social phenomenon
in question exists. The latter involves establishing the “correspondence
between the fact under consideration and the general needs of the social
organism, and in what this correspondence consists” (Durkheim 1950: 95).
The causes, which give rise to a given social fact, must be identified
separately from whatever social functions it may fulfil. Normally, one would
try to establish causes before specifying functions. This is because knowledge
of the causes, which bring a phenomenon into being, can under certain
circumstances allow us to derive some insight into its possible functions.
Although ‘cause’ and ‘function’ have a separate character this does not
prevent a reciprocal relation between the two and one can start either way. In
fact Durkheim sees a sense in the beginning of his study of division of labour
with functions in Part I and then coming to causes in Part II. Let us take an
example of ‘punishment’ from the same work. Crime offends collective
sentiments in a society, while the function of punishment is to maintain these
sentiments at the same degree of intensity. If offences against them were not
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punished, the strength of the sentiments necessary for social unity would not
be preserved. (It may be pointed out here that functionalism which was
dominant in sociology, particularly in the USA in the 1940s and 50s owes a
lot to Durkheim’s conception of function; we shall come to this point in the
last two blocks of the course).
ii) How: Having distinguished between the two approaches to explain social
facts, Durkheim’s next concern is to determine the method by which they
may be developed. The nature of social facts determines the method of
explaining these facts. Since the subject matter of sociology has a social
character, it is collective in nature, the explanation should also have a social
character. Durkheim draws a sharp line between individual and society.
Society is a separate reality from the individuals who compose it. It has its
own characteristics. There exists a line between psychology and sociology.
Any attempt to explain social facts directly in terms of individual
characteristics or in terms of psychology would make the explanation false.
Therefore in the case of causal explanation “the determining cause of a social
fact should be sought among the social facts preceding it and not among the
states of the individual consciousness”. In the case of functional explanation
“the function of a social fact ought always to be sought in its relation to some
social end” (Durkheim 1950: 110).
The final point about Durkheim’s logic of explanation is his stress upon the
comparative nature of social science. To show that a given fact is the cause of
another “we have to compare cases in which they are simultaneously present or
absent, to see if the variations they present in these different combinations of
circumstances indicate that one depends on the other” (Durkheim 1950: 125).
Since sociologists normally do not conduct laboratory-controlled experiments but
study reported facts or go to the field and observe social facts, which have been
spontaneously produced, they use the method of indirect experiment or the
comparative method.
Durkheim, following J.S. Mill’s System of Logic, refers appreciatively to the
‘method of concomitant variations’ as the procedure of the comparative method. He
calls it ‘the instrument par excellence of sociological research’. For this method to be
reliable, it is not necessary that all the variables differing from those which we are
comparing to be strictly excluded. The mere parallel between the two phenomena
found in a sufficient number and variety of cases is evidence that a possible
relationship exists between them. Its validity is due to the fact that the concomitant
variations display the causal relationship not by coincidence but intrinsically. It
shows them as mutually influencing each other in a continuous manner, at least so far
as their quality is concerned. Constant concomitance, according to Durkheim, is a
law in itself whatever may be the condition of the phenomena excluded from the
comparison. When two phenomena vary directly with each other, this relationship
must be accepted even when in, certain cases; one of these phenomena should be
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present without the other. For it may be either that the cause has been prevented from
producing its effect by the action of some contrary cause or that it is present but in a
form different from the one previously observed. For example, if a plant receives
direct sunlight it grows straight but when the same plant is given indirect sunlight it
bends towards that light. This shows the concomitant variation of plant growth and
its relation to sunlight. Of course we need to re-examine the facts but we must not
abandon hastily the results of a methodically conducted demonstration.
Concomitant variation can be done at different levels - single society, several
societies of the same species of social type, or several distinct social species.
However to explain completely a social institution belonging to a given social
species, one will have to compare its different forms not only among the societies
belonging to that social type but in all preceding species as well. Thus to explain the
present state of the family, marriage, property, etc. it would be necessary to know
their origins and the elements of which these institutions are composed. This would
require us to study this institution in earlier types of society from the time domestic
organisation was in its most rudimentary form to its progressive development in
different social species. “One cannot explain a social fact of any complexity except
by following its complete development through all social species” (Durkheim 1950:
139). This would show us the separate elements composing it since we could see the
process of accretion. We would also be able to determine the conditions on which
their formation depends.
Check Your progress Exercise 2.2
Notes:
I.
Write your answer in the space given below.
II.
Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
Q.2 What rules have to be followed to observe social facts objectively? Answer in
about six lines.
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................
Q.3 What are the two aspects of the explanation of social facts? Answer in about
six lines.
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
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2.6

LET US SUM UP

To sum up our discussion of Durkheim’s conception of sociology we may say that
Durkheim clearly considered sociology to be an independent scientific discipline
with its distinct subject matter. He distinguished it from psychology. He identified
social facts, laid down rules for their observation and explanation. He stressed on
social facts being explained through other social facts. For him explanation meant the
study of functions and causes. The causes could be derived through the use of the
comparative method. He demonstrated the nature of these studies through the study
of division of labour in different types of solidarities, of suicide-rates in different
types of societies, and the study of Religion in a single type. His life and works are
regarded as a sustained effort at laying the legitimate base of sociology as a
discipline. Further, it follows the empiricist method, which is valid in the natural
sciences, biology in particular, observation, classification and explanation through
the help of ‘laws’ arrived by means of the comparative method.

2.7

GLOSSARY

Collective:

A combined action, idea or norm formed by people interacting
with each other.

Empirical:

Use of observation and other testable methods for gathering
data objectively.

Horde:

Small band of people related through kinship ties. They are
found among nomadic hunters and food gatherers.

Norm:

It is a specific guide to action. It defines what is appropriate
and acceptable behaviour in specific situations.

Poly-segmental:

More than one segment

Sanction:

Reward or punishment to enforce norm. Former is called
positive sanction, the latter negative sanction.

Socialisation:

The process by which individuals learn the culture of their
society

Sui generis:

That which generates itself; that which exists by itself; that
which does not depend upon some other being for its origin or
existence. Durkheim considered society as sui generis. It is
always present and has no point of origin.

2.8

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: THE ANSWER KEYS

Answer to Q.1:

i) not, association
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ii) sui generis
iii) social facts
iv) things
v) independent
vi) external, constraint
vii) constraint
viii) pathological
Answer to Q.2:

To study social facts objectively as things, Durkheim
formulated the following three rules.
a) All preconceptions must be eradicated.
b) The subject matter of every sociological study should
comprise a group of phenomena defined in advance by certain
common external characteristics, and all phenomena so
defined should be included within this group.
c) When the sociologist undertakes the investigation of some
order of social facts he/she must try to consider them from an
aspect that is independent of their individual manifestations.

Answer to Q.3:

The two approaches used in the explanation of social facts are
causal and functional. Causal is concerned with explaining
‘why’ the social fact exists. Functional explains a social fact
by showing the need of the society (social organism) that it
fulfils. Both are required to give a complete explanation of a
social fact. Logically causal explanation should come before
functional explanation because under certain circumstances
the cause gives us some insight into the possible functions.
Though they are separate there is a reciprocal relationship
between the two. For example, the existence of punishment
(which is a social reaction) is due to the intensity of the
collective sentiments, which the crime offends. The function
of punishment is to maintain these sentiments at the same
degree of intensity. If offences against them were not
punished, the strength of the sentiments necessary for social
stability would not be preserved.
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INTRODUCTION

In the previous units we got ideas about some of the works of Emile Durkheim. We
have come to know that Durkheim have stated that the task of sociologist was to
understand social facts. One of the social facts on which Durkheim had done
extensive work is Suicide. His theory on suicide was published as a book in the year
1897. In this unit, we shall further try to understand why suicide is considered a
social fact, what are different types of suicide etc.

3.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you will be able to:




3.3

understand how social forces facilitate or hinder suicide;
make out how suicide as a social fact;
know different types of suicide.

SUICIDE AS A SOCIAL FACT

In The Rules of the Sociological Method (1895), Durkheim examines a category of
human facts “which present very special characteristics: they consist of manners of
acting, thinking and feeling external to the individual, which are invested with a
coercive power by virtue of which they exercise control over him” (Rules, 52). Such
circumstances he deems social facts; these consist of “representations and actions”
and not purely “organic” or “psychical” phenomena. Durkheim employs this
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characterization of social facts in The Rules to demonstrate that individuals are social
beings, inextricably woven into the fabric of social processes. He begins from the
premise that one cannot understand individual behavior without understanding the
social forces acting upon that individual. He also notes that an understanding of the
fundamentally social nature of humanity will help allow the field of sociology to
undergo the necessary process of passing “from the subjective stage...to the objective
stage.” (Rules: 71)
Durkheim demonstrates the coercive influence of social organization on our morality
and behavior both by describing what we are born into, and by describing what an
individual will face if he or she tries to resist. We are born into families, and perhaps
religions, and our families and religious leaders teach us what to believe and what to
think about right and wrong. We are given language, which is our only means of
communication. And we are constrained in every respect by the organization of laws,
rules and customs of the societies in which we live. The individual who tries to
communicate without language will be unable to do so. The individual who tries to
behave outside of the norms established by our laws and customs will be punished.
And the individual whose moral compass does not reflect the “public conscience,” as
Durkheim calls it, will either be punished by the law or suffer social isolation. If an
individual is raised in a religion, resistance against the doctrines of that religion will
result in forms of punishment as well. Social facts regulate human social action and
act as constraints over individual behaviour and action. They may be enforced with
law, with clearly defined penalties associated with violation of the sentiments and
values of the group. Sanctions may be associated with social facts, for example as in
religion, where resistance may result in disapproval from others or from spiritual
leaders. Individuals may be unaware of social facts and generally accept them. In this
case, individuals may accept the values and codes of society and accept them as their
own.
Durkheim’s attempt to provide an empirical study of suicide must be measured
against the criteria that he sets out in Rules. Durkheim’s goal in establishing a social
methodology was twofold; first, he wants sociology to be more scientific and move
from the realm of subjectivity to objectivity (The Rules, 71) and second, he wants to
prove the primacy of the “social fact.” For Durkheim, social facts must be treated as
things and not as personal experiences, but must also be observed by a researcher.
Durkheim states that, in the past, we analyzed and combined our ideas with our
observations and comparisons. These social facts, however, possess resistance (The
Rules, 70), meaning that they cannot be molded to satisfy any specific situation but
will remain independent of the researcher, the individual and, to an extent, the
situation, even though these facts are born of the summation of individual
experiences.
Emile Durkheim considered suicide as a social fact because it existed/exists in every
society. Along with this he considered suicide as a social fact, not as an individual
act because according to him there always exists some latent or manifest social
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forces which compel one to commit suicide. According to Durkheim, suicide rate is a
factual order, unified and definite, because in every society suicide exists but its rate
may differ from one society to another. Durkheim’s major explanations of suicide are
as follows:






3.4

Suicide is a social fact. As a social fact, it is related to other social facts. Its
cause can be explored in the other social facts of the society. It exists in
relation to other social facts.
In every society, there is a more or less a constant rate of suicide. Durkheim
stated that there is no society where suicide does not occur, and many
societies show roughly the same rates of suicide over long periods of time.
This indicates that suicide may be considered as “normal”, or a regular
occurrence. The rate of suicide differed from society to society, and
fluctuated in a constant manner in relation to certain social conditions.
When the rate of suicide alters, it is indicative of a changing situation. When
there is a sudden increase in the rate of suicide in a group or in the whole
society, it becomes indicative of a situation of disintegration or anomie (a
condition of relative normlessness in a whole society, or in some components
of it).

TYPES OF SUICIDE

Durkheim’s study of suicide is divided into two explanatory sections. In the first,
Durkheim explains suicide by drawing on the concept of social integration, referring
to the strength of the social bonds existing between the individual and society. In this
case, egoistic and altruistic suicides form opposite poles of social integration. In the
second part of the theory, Durkheim explained suicide by drawing on the concept of
social regulation. Social regulation, in contrast to integration, refers to the restraints
imposed by society on individual needs and wants and generally manifests itself
through regulatory requirements that are imposed by society on individuals when
their social needs and wants begin to exceed the means they have for attaining them.
In the case of social regulation, anomic and fatalistic suicide form opposite poles in
relation to the changes in the regulatory functions of industrial society that may lead
to shifts in the suicide rates.

3.4.1 Egoistic Suicide
The term ‘egoism’ originates from the nineteenth century and was widely used by
Durkheim and others to indicate the breakdown of social ties that came with the
development of industrial society and the pursuit of private interest. Egoism can best
be described as the process by which individuals detach themselves from the wider
society by turning their activity inward and by retreating into themselves [Durkheim,
1979: 279]. Egoism is characterized by excessive self-reflection on personal matters
and a withdrawal from the outside world. In this state, according to Durkheim, the
‘springs of action’ are relaxed and individuals turn inwards toward themselves and
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away from the society. Egoism according to Durkheim results from too much
individualism and from the weakening of the social fabric.
Simply stated, egoistic suicide results from absence of social integration and a
weakening of bonds which attach individuals to the groups outside themselves. This
occurs when the integrative mechanisms attaching individuals to the family, religious
and political group form gaps in the links are connecting individuals to society so
that individuals retreat to themselves. In such circumstances, individuals rely more
on themselves and less on society, and as a result, they withdraw their allegiance
from collective life. As social integration declines, the gap s emerging between the
individual and institutional points of contact become wider, and as a result
individuals are less drawn together. Durkheim thought that individuals, by nature,
cannot live without attachment to some social groups which transcends them.
Egoism thus attacks social bonds in at least two fundamental ways. First, by eroding
the common bonds linking the individual to the society, egoism makes private life a
dominant aim and this acts to defeat collective purposes and attachments. Second,
egoism promotes withdrawal from everything external to the individual and, when
this occurs, ‘society allows individual to escape’ its hold.
As a consequence, when individual becomes detached from society, they encounter
less resistance to suicide. Here, therefore, the bond attaching individuals to life
relaxes because the bond attaching them to society is slack.

3.4.2 Altruistic Suicide
This is considered to be the polar opposite of egoistic suicide. Durkheim began his
discussion by citing the suicide of tribal societies where, rather than die of old age,
individuals kill themselves to maintain their dignity. By contrast, in the other
societies, there are customs which dictate that dying a natural death leads to an
afterlife which is full of pain and suffering. In still other societies, it is believed that
old men must throw themselves off a mountain when they are tired of life. In all
these cases, those who take their own life are honored and their families spared
humiliation, while those who fail to do so are denied the honor of a funeral and a life
of dishonor and pain is presumed to await them. This differs from the egoistic suicide
in that; it results from too much social integration rather than too little. Under this
category, Durkheim lists three specific types of suicides: First, the suicide of older
men threatened with severe illness. Second, suicide of women on the death bed of
their husbands. Third, suicide of followers on the deaths of their chiefs. Under these
circumstances, people take their own lives not because of their personal right to do
so, but a ‘social duty’ is imposed upon them by society. This duty is so strong that
when individuals avoid their obligation to take their own life, they risk being socially
disgraced or religiously sanctioned.
When the duty is carried out, society confers social honor upon them which is
thought to extend to the after-life. Altruistic suicide is the clearest case of ‘social
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type’ of suicide because suicide is imposed externally on the individual as a social
duty and is the result of social rather than personal ends. Since in these societies
people take their own lives because their attachments to the group far exceed their
loyalties they have to themselves. As individuals live in close proximity to one
another, their social customs and beliefs tend to be unified to the point that their
social attachments increase. As a result, collective supervision and social
surveillance extend throughout society, leading to similarities in beliefs and social
observances. Under such circumstances, the individual has no private life that is
immune from collective surveillance, there is little independence from group life and
individual existence, by itself has little meaning. The altruist looks to a goal beyond
this world, and believes this world to be an obstacle and burden to him. The altruistic
suicide springs from hope and faith. Contemporary sociologists have used this
analysis to explain Kamikaze pilots, the cult of the suicide bomber, people who saw
the social world as meaningless and would sacrifice themselves for a greater ideal

3.4.3 Anomic Suicide
The term ‘anomie’ was first used by Durkheim in The Division of Labor in 1893 but
it was not until 1897 that he began to use the term in a more narrow sense to describe
the overall deterioration of the levels of restraint in society. Anomie is used by
Durkheim to refer to the decline that takes place in the regulatory functions of
society and social institutions during industrial development when the capacity of
society to set necessary level of social restraint begins to weaken. The regulatory
functions of the society served the purpose of imposing restraints and setting limits
on individual needs and wants. To be clear on this point, Durkheim made a
distinction between two different kinds of regulatory functions-between bodily needs
and social needs. Bodily needs and wants such as hunger or sleep, according to his
thought were self regulating. In this context, body’s limit on need and appetite is
governed by biological limitations, which cannot as a rule, operate outside set
boundaries. In case of social needs and wants, however, the situation is completely
different. He pointed out that social wants-such as appetite for wealth, prestige and
power-are essentially unlimited. There is no natural limitation and the more an
individual obtains the better.
Durkheim believed that the causes of deregulation can be traced to two basic sources.
First, the development of industrial society and private competition; and second, the
dominance of economy over other social institutions. Using this perspective, anomie
can be defined as the state which results from the decline in the regulatory
mechanisms of society brought about by unchecked economic progress.

3.4.4 Fatalistic Suicide
This is the last category of suicide listed by Durkheim and it represents the opposite
pole of suicide resulting from adjustments in regulatory mechanisms of society.
Fatalism according to Durkheim signifies a form of suicide which occurs because of
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an excess of social regulation, as opposed to anomie which signifies an absence of
regulation. Fatalistic suicide occurs as a result of an overly developed system of
control over the individual. To explain the case of fatalistic suicide, Durkheim cited
an example of slaves who, seeing no alternative to life except enslavement under a
master, take their own life.
Check Your progress Exercise 3.1
Notes:
I. Write your answer in the space given below.
II. Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
Q.1 What are the four different types of suicide?
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………
Q.2 Fill in the blanks:
a) Anomic suicide occurs due to .....................
b) Japanese Harakiri is an example of .................... suicide.
c) The rate of suicide is more among .................... than among Catholics.

3.5

LET US SUM UP

In this Unit, we have discussed the theory of suicide of Emile Durkheim. Durkheim
considered suicide as a social fact because it existed/exists in every society.
Durkheim distinguished four types of suicide on the basis of data gathered from
many societies and cultures. They are: i) Egoistic suicide; ii) Altruistic Suicide; iii)
Anomic suicide; and iv) Fatalistic suicide. Durkheim’s main concern regarding
suicide was to demonstrate it as a social fact. By relating it to the social conditions,
he tries to demonstrate that it is a social fact. His classification of suicide illustrates
this point very well. He demonstrated that, too much and too little of social
integration leads to a higher incidence of suicide in a group.

3.6

GLOSSARY

Altruistic suicide:

It is the result of the excessive integration of the individual
into the group. The individual who is completely integrated
into the group feels that it is her or his duty to commit suicide
in order to benefit the group or collectivity.

Anomic suicide:

This kind of suicide occurs when there is a situation of
normlessnes in a society
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Egoistic suicide:

This type of suicide results from the lack of integration of the
individual into his or her social group

Fatalistic suicide:

It is the result of excessive social regulation.

Social fact:

way of acting, thinking or feeling etc., which is more or less
general in a given society.

Suicide:

it is a social fact- which is a coercive external force that acts
upon the individual without choice.

3.7

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: THE ANSWER KEYS

Answer to Q.1:

Egoistic suicide, altruistic suicide, anomic suicide, fatalistic
suicide.

Answer to Q.2:

a) Anomic suicide occurs due to normlessness.
b) Japanese Harakiri is an example of altruistic suicide.
c) The rate of suicide is more among Protestants than among
Catholics.

3.8
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INTRDUCTION

Religion, as you are aware, is something to which human beings attach a great deal
of importance. It includes a system of beliefs and practices, which help human
beings, shape their actions and orientations. It binds people with other followers,
bringing about a feeling of identification and unity. Sometimes it even makes people
unite against followers of a different faith. Religion helps people to come to terms
with the tragedies and crises of human life by providing explanations for these. It is a
social phenomenon intimately connected with other social systems. The subject of
religion has been one of great interest to sociologists and anthropologists. The
contribution of Durkheim is very important in this regard.
In this Unit, we will discuss the contributions of Durkheim to the study of religion by
going over some important points made by him in his classic work The Elementary
Forms of Religious Life (1912).

4.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After going through this unit, you should be able to understand:




Emile Durkheim’s views on religion;
Concept of totemism and the sacred and profane;
Views on cult of the individuals
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4.3

EMILE DURKHEIM’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION

Durkheim’s work The Elementary Forms of Religious Life is an important one. Its
major ideas are discussed and debated by scholars and students even today. Before
we go on to examine its major arguments, let us take up an important question. Why
was Durkheim interested in the ‘elementary forms’ of religious life? Could he not
have directed his attention to major religions like Hinduism, Islam and Christianity?
Let us try to answer this question by taking a simple example from day-to-day life. If
you can ride a bicycle, you will find it easier to balance on a motor-bike. Similarly, if
the simplest form of religion is understood, it will be of immense use in
understanding the complexities of ‘organised’ religions, in Durkheim’s view. The
most elementary or simple form of religion will be found in those societies with a
correspondingly ‘elementary’ social organisation, namely, amongst the aborigines or
primitive tribal communities. It is by understanding the aboriginal religion that
Durkheim hoped to contribute to the understanding of complex systems of thought
and belief. In the following sub-sections, we will try and see how he does this. Let us
begin by examining how Durkheim defines religion.

4.3.1 Definition of Religion - Beliefs and Rites
To define religion, says Durkheim, we must first free the mind of all preconceived
ideas of religion. Durkheim discards the notion that religion is concerned only with
‘mysterious’ or ‘supernatural’ phenomena, with gods, spirits and ghosts. He points
out that religion is as concerned with the ordinary as the extraordinary aspects of life.
The rising and setting of the sun, the regular patterns of the seasons, the growth of
plants and crops, the birth of new life are as much as a part of religious ideas as
miracles and spectacular happenings. To define religion, he says, the various
religious systems of the world must be examined in order to derive those elements, or
characteristics, which they have in common. As Durkheim (1912: 38) puts it,
“religion cannot be defined except by the characters which are found wherever
religion itself is found”.
According to Durkheim, all religions comprise two basic components, namely,
beliefs and rites. Beliefs are the collective representations and rites are determined
modes of action, which are influenced by beliefs, religious beliefs as studied by
Durkheim presuppose the classification of all things into ‘sacred’ and ‘profane’.
There is an opposition between these two spheres which has to be carefully regulated
through rites and ceremonies. The sacred is that which is set apart, considered holy
and venerated or dreaded and avoided. The sacred is usually in a higher position,
valued more than profane things, and its identity and power are protected by social
rules. The profane, on the other hand, refers to the mundane, ordinary aspects of dayto-day existence. The sacred and profane are kept apart, says Durkheim, because they
are heterogeneous (different), antagonistic (in conflict) and isolated (separated). Rites
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therefore exist to mediate between the two worlds. Let us take an example. Why are
believers not allowed to wear their shoes inside a temple? Wearing shoes or chappals
for walking is a routine, practical or profane act. The temple is considered a holy,
pure place; it is sacred. The floor of the temple must therefore be protected from the
polluting dirt of our shoes. The sacred and profane are kept apart.
Beliefs and rites, says Durkheim, unite to form religion. Beliefs are the moral ideas,
the rules, the teachings and myths. They are the collective representations which
exist outside of the individual, yet integrate the individual into the religious system.
Through beliefs, human beings understand the sacred and their relationship to it.
They can lead their lives accordingly.
Rites are the rules of conduct that follow from beliefs, which prescribe how human
beings must behave With regard to sacred things. They can be positive, where the
sacred is sought to be brought closer to the world of men, for example, through
‘havan’ or sacrifice. Rites can be negative, which means the sacred and profane are
sought to be kept apart, e.g. purification rites, fasts, penance or suffering. In
Durkheim’s view rites serve to sustain the intensity of religious-beliefs. They bring
individuals together, strengthening their social natures. They are modes of expression
of the collective conscience, which, as you have studied, refers to the commonly held
values, beliefs and ideas of the community (see Giddens 1978: 8489).
Defining religion in terms of beliefs and rites poses one problem. This definition
would also include magic. Is there no difference between magic and religion?
Following the ideas of the anthropologist Robertson-Smith, Durkheim holds that
magic and religion are indeed different. Magic is a private, selfish practice,
performed at the individual level. For example, if one wants to do better than one’s
neighbour, so one goes to the magician and by paying his/her fee, one asks him to
cast a spell or perform ‘jadootona’ to kill your neighbour’s cows or spoil his crops.
Magic thus involves a bond only between the magician and his clients based on a
selfish motive, in order to manipulate nature to suit individual purposes. Religion, on
the other hand, is public and social. There are social bonds between followers, which
unite them into a group leading a common life. Durkheim’s (1912: 62) definition of
religion taking into account these factors is as follows.
“A religion is a unified system of beliefs and practices relative to sacred things, that
is to say, things set apart and forbidden — beliefs and practices which unite into one
single moral community called a Church, all those who adhere to them.”
(It must be clarified that by the term ‘Church’, Durkheim does not refer to the
Christian Church alone. He uses it in the sense of a moral community or an organised
group of followers of all faiths.)
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4.4

RELIGION AND SOCIETAL COHESION

Durkheim argues that religion (Christianity) itself was in a state of transition.
Modern European society was undergoing changes ushered in by the industrial
revolution. The modern state, polity and economy relied on reason and rationality.
The political economy was so structured that it atomized collectives into individuals
who desired individual progress and achievements. With reason and science at the
helm there came a rejection to the normative order anchored in Christianity.
Durkheim argued that religion played a pivotal role in integrating individuals into
society. He believed that it was through religion that humans socialized and
internalized the normative order. Without this integrative force individuals would
tend to move towards the state of normlessness (anomic state). As he contends in his
‘The Division of Labor in Society’,
“It is this anomic state that is the cause . . . of the incessantly recurrent
conflicts, and the multifarious disorders of which the economic world exhibits
so sad a spectacle. . . That such anarchy is an unhealthy phenomenon is
quite evident, since it runs counter to the aim of society, which is to suppress,
or at least to moderate, war among men. . . A form of activity which has
assumed such a place in social life evidently cannot remain in this unruly
state without resulting in the most profound disasters. It is a notable source
of general demoralization.” (1968; 2-4)
His central question was how humans rise above their everyday profane world
reflected by individuation and individual aspiration to a level that allows for
collective functional behavior. For Durkheim, all religions across the world shared
certain commonalities and these religious doctrines and practices were anchored in
the sole objective i.e. to maintain social order. Religion in this sense was a social
institution for Durkheim whose functional role was to inculcate ideas of solidarity
and social integrity. The normative frame of society for him was internalized by
individuals through various systemic procedures and practices such as rituals,
festivals, carnivals, assemblies amongst others.
Check Your progress Exercise 4.1
Notes:
I. Write your answer in the space given below.
II. Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
Q.1 Complete the following sentences.
a) Durkheim studied ‘elementary’ forms of religion because …………………
b) According to Durkheim, all religions comprise ………………
c) The ‘profane’ refers to..........................
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Q.2 How does Durkheim distinguish between magic and religion? Answer in five
sentences.
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................

4.5

TOTEMISM AND THE SACRED AND PROFANE

Durkheim argued that it would be difficult to study the functional aspects of religions
in the advanced societies as these societies are highly specialized and fragmented. He
thus chose to examine the ‘primitive societies’ of Australia.
He contends that ‘totemism’ represents religion in its most elementary or simple
form and claimed it to be the earliest form of religion.5 Durkheim defines totem as
an object or artifact either animate or inanimate from which the group (clan) derives
it common ancestry. A totem was generally an animal or plant considered to have a
particular symbolic significance for the social group. It is a sacred object that is
venerated by the group and many kinds of taboos are associated with it. Eating or
killing the totemic animal or plant is forbidden and as a sacred object the totem is
believed to have divine properties. Other plants and animals can be hunted or
consumed as they are not divine.
According to Durkheim the totem is central to all social, political, economic and
cultural functions of the society. The totem represents their common descent and
hence rules and regulations related to marriage, family, barter, leadership among
many others have to be within the permissible social distance that is prescribed by
the group. Rituals and ceremonies necessarily must involve the use of the totem.
Durkheim refers to an implicit belief in a mysterious or sacred force or principle that
provides the rules and regulations, sanctions, and institutes moral responsibilities on
its members. Ordinary objects whether a piece of wood, polished stone, plant or
animal once transfigured into a sacred emblem, it comes to denote sacredness and
power. He contends,
“Since religious force is nothing other than the collective and anonymous
force of the clan, and since this can be represented in the mind only in the
form of the totem, the totemic emblem is like the visible body the god.”(The
Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, 1973; 184)
Durkheim argues that any object or artifact be itself is not sacred or profane, it is the
collective decision of the society or community to deem it so. Thus any animate or
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inanimate plant, animal or object or even statues or idols of gods and goddesses
come engender sacredness as it is through collective acceptance that it has become
so. However once it is declared to be sacred, taboos and sanctions are invented so as
to protect the sacred. Powers are invested in the sacred and it is through the norms
sanctioned by the sacred that the profane domains of the society function.
Using this analogy Durkheim has argued that ‘modern religions’ are similarly
organised wherein the most fundamental tenets of religion form the core without
which that religion cannot survive. This forms the sacred domain of religion. The
collective conscience that emerges from belief is the sacred. The profane is the
everyday utilitarian life functions such as the economy, democracy, education among
others. Durkheim argues that the substantial function of religion is the creation,
reinforcement and maintenance of social solidarity. He argues that a religious
phenomenon emerges in any society when a separation is made between the sphere
of the profane (realm of everyday utilitarian activities) and the sphere of the sacred.
Discussing the importance of the sacred Durkheim argues that the essence of
totemism is the worship of an impersonal, anonymous force, at once immanent and
transcendental. This anonymous, diffused social force is superior to individuals and
emanates from shared mental belief structures.
According to Durkheim the characteristic or common features of the sacred across all
world religions are as follows. Firstly, sacredness is superimposed i.e. nothing is
sacred by itself and it’s not intrinsic in nature. But whatever the collective deems as
sacred comes to be sacred. Therefore what is sacred for one community may not be
the same for individuals from another community. Secondly sacredness is also nonutilitarian. In that it need not have a profit motive or utility objective. It need be of
practical use to society or its institutions. Thirdly sacredness is non empirical. It
cannot be gauged as it is accepted through faith and collective recognition. One
cannot prove or disprove it. Fourthly sacred is not amenable to reason or rationality
as it is an ambiguous entity. Therefore it is beyond doubt. It is a belief. And finally
sacred is believed to have supernatural powers and therefore needs to be propitiated.
By doing so it is believed that the sacred reciprocates.
Describing the totemic practices Durkheim suggests that members of the totem group
refer to themselves and each other by a common name. This binds them together as if
they are consanguineous or blood relatives. The totem worship and rites compels
them to recognize their duties and reminds them of their social functions and social
prescriptions such as exogamy obligation, reciprocal aid, participation in death and
mourning among others. The totemic beliefs invoke certain taboos and prohibitions.
Totems are revered especially when the tribes or clans go to war as it represents the
supernatural thus provides them psychological assistance. In this way totem becomes
an emblem, a symbolic force that facilitates organization of group or community
solidarity and through this symbolic power integrates various units within the
community.
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It is through the belief in the totem that a normative order is able to emerge and
which is followed by all the members. It is the sacredness and fear of disobeying this
moral order that allows for the community to survive and reproduce itself over time.
Thus according to Durkheim, ultimately religion has a very important social function
and it grows out of collective effervescence. Belief in religion is belief in the
normative order of society that allows for social control of individuals.

4.6

CULT OF THE INDIVIDUALS

Durkheim argues that rapid industrialization, growth of political economy and
urbanization has led to high degree of diversification and high level of moral density.
These multifarious social interactions anchored in contractual relationships and
ambiguous social relations led Durkheim to argue that there needs to be some system
to integrate these heterogeneous interests. He contends that erstwhile form of religion
based on myths and superstition could no longer exert social control in modern
times. And yet religion is the only institution that has the capacity to appear a super
ordained social entity. In such a context he suggests that religion needs to be now
premised on a secular ideology that grew out of the collective effervescence of the
Enlightenment and French revolution i.e. the ideas of liberty, fraternity, equality and
justice.
He therefore suggests that modern democracies and states have set in new practices
that promote human rights and humane practices. He further contends that the
modern state can through a secular ideology organise a universal and all
encompassing normative order that will function in a similar fashion as religion did
earlier. Thus Durkheim believed he had solved the religious moral dilemma of
modern society. If religion is nothing but indirect worship of society, then
individuals need only express their religious feelings directly towards the sacred
symbolization of society. The source and object of religion, Durkheim points are the
collective sacred belief structures.
Durkheim contends that modern nations having democratic forms of government
allow for the formation of the cult of the individual. Modern capitalism which is
premised on private property, free labour, individual and civil rights, justice and
equality which form the fundamental principles on which the cult of individual
emerges. Thus Durkheim was not so much in doubt as to whether religion would
survive the onslaught of modern ideas, but he was more concerned about the nature
of the transfigured religion that would take the place of the erstwhile ones. For
Durkheim religion stimulates ideology which is expressed in terms of language. Thus
religious ideals, its values and essence, rituals and ceremonies are transmitted from
one generation through various organs of the modern state, through nationalism and
universal ideals of humanity.
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As Durkheim extrapolates,
“[The] human person is considered sacred in the ritual sense of the world. It
partakes of the transcendent majesty that churches of all time lend to their
gods. . . . Whoever makes an attempt on a man’s life, on a man’s liberty, on a
man’s honor, inspires in us a feeling of horror analogous to that which the
believer experiences when he sees his idol profaned. Such an ethic is not
simply a hygienic discipline or a prudent economy of existence; it is a
religion in which man is at once the worshipper and the god. (The
Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, 1973; 46)
Durkheim contends that in modern societies where modern states have large
populations to manage, it becomes difficult to do so without an overarching,
omnipresent ideology. This is so because the modernity advocates individual
freedom and individual aspirations to flourish. This emphasis on self-actualisation
and means to end kind of rationality and ever demanding human nature could lead to
chaos. This profane realm of utilitarian activities needs to be controlled by a supra
ideology. This is what religion has been doing in the past and will continue to do in
the future. Only the garb of religion transforms from time to time.
Check Your progress Exercise 4.2
Notes:
I. Write your answer in the space given below.
II. Compare your answer with the one given at the end of this Unit.
Q.3 Why is clan exogamy a strict rule in totemic clans?
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
Q.4 Why is society worshipped, according to Durkheim?
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
Q.5 Why, in the view of Durkheim, there can be no conflict between religion and
science?
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................

4.7

LET US SUM UP

Durkheim began his enquiry of the relevance of religion in modern Europe. This
quest led him to seek answers as to the role and function of religion in society. But
what is religion? Durkheim’s views regarding religion were quite distinct from what
the social anthropologists believed. For him religion was a collective recognition of
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certain fundamental ideals. To better understand how religion emanates through
collective effervescence and how it operates in society, Durkheim undertook a study
of the totemism amongst the Arunta tribe of Australia. He concluded that totemism
represented societal ideals and this comprised the sacred domain of religion. All
other social domains (profane) were in some way or the other connected to the
sacred. Thus the sacred domain and its ideology were the real underlying power that
set up a normative order which could not be questioned. Every individual had to
follow this and in doing so, it allowed for the tribal community to function. All social
institutions and social phenomenon such as marriage, family, kinship, ceremonies,
rites and rituals had to conform to the ideals set up by the sacred i.e. totemism.
Durkheim proposes that modern society is based on a new religion i.e. cult of the
individual. In this system modern processes and practices of the state has allowed for
a new moral order to emerge. This order is based on a unified system of beliefs and
practices which are deemed to be sacred by the citizens of the state.

4.8

GLOSSARY

Church:

In the sense that Durkheim uses it, Church refers to a
unified moral community sharing the same religious
beliefs and practises

Clan exogamy:

A kinship rule, which forbids marriage within the clan.
Marriage partners must be members of another clan.

Collective effervescence:

A collective feeling of enthusiasm and excitement,
which serves to strengthen bonds between individuals
who feel proud to be members of the same society.

Collective representations: Durkheim uses this term to denote the ideas, thoughts
and concepts of a group which result from shared
perceptions, e.g., ideas of beauty, truth, right, wrong
etc.
Empirical:

Based on observed facts

Magic:

An activity through which individuals try to
manipulate nature for positive or negative reasons. It is
found in almost all simple societies and persists even in
more complex ones.

Sacred and profane:

The two polar opposites into which the world is
divided, according to Durkheim. The ‘sacred’ refers to
holy, pure, superior things; the ‘profane’ refers to
ordinary, mundane ones.
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Totemism:

4.9

A religion in which an animal, plant or some object is
held as sacred and from which the group claims
descent.

CHECK YOUR PROGRESS: THE ANSWER KEYS

Answer to Q.1:

a) this would help him understand the complex, organised
religions
b) beliefs and rituals
c) mundane, ordinary aspects of day-to-day existence.

Answer to Q.2:

Durkheim distinguishes between magic and religion by
pointing out that magic is a private, selfish practice. It is
performed at the individual level for some selfish interests.
Nature is sought to be manipulated for individual gains. The
bond is only between the magician and the client. In religion,
on the other hand, people are united by their faith. Religion
is public and social, and followers lead a common life.

Answer to Q.3:

Members of the clan believe themselves to have descended
from a common ancestor. They may not be blood relatives,
but they share the same name and totem. Hence they cannot
inter-marry.

Answer to Q.4:

Society exerts physical and moral force and authority on the
individuals. It is ‘sui-generis’ and has a reality of its own.
Hence it is worshipped.

Answer to Q.5:

Both religion and science contribute to the collective
representations of society. Both seek universal principles
which will help people lead lives that are both, individual
and social. Since religion and science both seek the same
goals, they cannot be in conflict.
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